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In August 2008, SADC Heads of
State signed the SADC Protocol
on Gender and Development,
after a long journey walked
together by governments and
NGOs. This is the only sub-
regional instrument of its kind
that brings together all existing
regional and international
instruments into one framework
with 28 targets and timeframes
for achieving gender equality.

It is now almost two years since the adoption of the
Protocol, and we find ourselves at the momentous
turn of the decade. 2010 is a significant year for
many reasons. It is:

• The 15th anniversary of Beijing Plus Fifteen.
• The tenth anniversary (and review year) for the

Millennium Development Goals.
• The thirtieth anniversary of SADC.
• The launch of the African Decade for Women.
• A significant benchmarking year for the SADC

Protocol on Gender and Development.
• The year that the Soccer World Cup comes to Africa

for the first time!

Rights, opportunities and outcomes

The theme for this year’s International Women’s Day
was equal rights; equal opportunities: progress for all.
I would like to add to that an important question: even
assuming we have achieved equal opportunities, have
we achieved equal outcomes? In many respects we
have won the easy battles: laws, constitutions, more
women in politics etc: outward trimmings of progress.
But the question is: have these made a difference to
the lives of so-called ordinary
women?

While there has been some visible
progress in attaining gender
equality in the fifteen countries of
the Southern African Development
Community, notably in education
and political decision-making,
there is still a long way to go to
achieve the 28 targets of the
SADC Protocol on Gender and
Development.

Two SADC members (Botswana and Mauritius) have
not yet signed the Protocol and the majority have not
yet ratified the ground-breaking instrument. Mindful
that there are only five years to go for these targets to
be achieved, the Southern African Gender Protocol
Alliance has compiled baseline data at country and
regional level against which progress will be monitored
and evaluated by civil society as part of its watchdog
function.

The SADC Gender Protocol Barometer finds big
variations between countries in all the indices. For
example, Mauritius has the region’s lowest maternal
mortality with only 13 deaths per 100, 000 compared
to 1400 per 100 000 in Angola (one of the highest
rates in the world). Yet with 37% women in politics,
Angola has the second highest proportion of women
in politics in the region while Mauritius at 17% in
national and 6.4% in local government is near the
bottom of the regional league on this front.

On the health front, the HIV and AIDS pandemic has
become one of the major obstacles to sustainable
development.  This includes erosion of productivity
in the work place, food insecurity and the livelihood
asset base, decreased access to education and other
productive assets thereby exacerbating poverty. Women
constitute the majority of those infected by the virus,
as well as those whose time and effort is now called
on, with no compensation or remuneration, to provide
care for those living with AIDS.

At a social level, migration has become an important
and divisive issue in the region.  The major economy
in Southern Africa, South Africa, was host to nearly
two million asylum seekers in 2008. The ongoing crisis
in Zimbabwe continues to generate mass movements
of people within the region, while thousands of southern
Africans seek other opportunities in the UK, US and

elsewhere.

Economically, Southern Africa
countries continue to struggle
with the challenges of economic
development and most of them
will not meet the targets set by
the Millennium Declaration for
2015. External and internal
policies have combined to
generate unsustainable debt
burdens for some of the southern
African countries, undermining

Debating progress at the Tanzania Gender Festival in 2009.
Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna
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their capacity and their ownership of strategies for
development. Poverty remains a major challenge for
the region, especially among women and children.
With regard to women’s rights, despite numerous
commitments to gender equality in Southern Africa,
women remain under-represented in all areas of
decision-making and constitute the majority of the
poor, the voiceless and the dispossessed. Under the
customary law that continues to govern the daily lives
of most women contrary to the provisions of modern
laws, women remain minors all their lives, unable to
own or inherit property.

Harmful practices which threaten the physical inte-
grity of women and girls are occurring every day.
Women struggle to access justice. Customary law
further undermines access to justice. In many
SADC countries, girls marry from the onset of puberty.
Widows throughout the SADC region are vulnerable
to highly discriminative practices such as property
dispossession.

Women also lack a voice in the affairs that affect their
lives. The Gender and Media Baseline Study (GMBS)
conducted by GL and the Media Institute of Southern
Africa (MISA) in 2003 showed that women comprise
a mere 17 percent of news sources in the region and
are portrayed in a limited range of roles, most often
as sexual objects or victims of violence. The forthcoming
Gender and Media Progress Study (GMPS) finds that
there has been little progress, with this average now
sitting at a more 19%.  Despite commitments to free-
dom of expression, women’s views and voices are
systematically excluded from debates and decisions
that affect their lives.

As GL’s 2004 study, "Ringing up the Changes: Gender
and Politics in Southern Africa" shows, this exclusion
undermines accountability, transparency, responsive-
ness and good governance. Gender equality is both
a fundamental right as well as a pre-requisite for more
effective governance.

Citizen participation through demanding accountability
from governments is also a cornerstone of democracy.

This is why the Baseline Barometer is so significant.
It sends out the signal to governments that the women
and men of Southern Africa are watching as the clock
ticks to the 2015 deadline by which the 28 key targets
for attaining gender equality must be ticked off.

Despite concerted campaigns, there is no sign of
gender violence abating. Indeed, this is taking new
forms with trafficking now a major threat, especially
in light of preparations for the hosting of Soccer 2010
in South Africa. Sexual and gender based violence in
schools is a serious problem in the region, and greater
measures must be taken to combat this trend.

Major global events like Soccer
2010 coming to our region are
a litmus test for our commitment
to all that the Protocol stands
for. At a time when there is an
economic downturn globally,

we have a chance to pick up
our region economically and to

project our image internationally.
How will we use this opportunity? Will

we argue for the legalisation of sex work, as some
have done, just for the duration of 2010? Or will we
put up a campaign for the right of women to be equal
participants in sport; in every economic opportunity
presented by this great event?

Strategic thrusts
At GL we strive each year to reposition, remain
relevant, as well as improve the reach and impact of
our work in an environment of shrinking resources,
entrenched patriarchal attitudes and sometimes
backlash. One of the tools we use is the institutional
audit that comprises 100 questions we are frequently
asked by donors and evaluators, and that we try to
answer for ourselves. These questions are organised
around the six strategic pillars of GL’s work:
governance; strategic positioning; programme of
action; partnerships; institutional strengthening;
monitoring and evaluation and sustainability. The
overall results are reflected in the graph, which
compares the 2010 findings to 2009.
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GL self assessment strategic pillars 2010
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field officers who have contributed enormously to
GL being better known and understood around the
region over the past year.

This stronger base on the ground is reflected in GL’s
three year strategy 2010 to 2013, in which the local
government work that has become a real niche for
GL after the highly successful Gender Justice and
Local Government summit in March 2010 features
prominently. We are all the more convinced of by
the slogan coined by Thenjiwe Mtintso, my
predecessor as chair of the Board: act locally, reach
out regionally and think globally.

During the 2010 Board meeting we took the initiative
to review our vision and mission in line with the
SADC Protocol on Gender and Development. Having
championed the 28 targets, it is only appropriate that
we mainstream these in our work and embed them
in our own guiding frameworks. I am pleased to note
that the Protocol now takes centre stage in GL’s core
media, justice and governance programmes.

GL governance
In September 2009 Deputy Chair Dr. Athalia
Molokomme (also Attorney General of Botswana)
tendered her resignation due to heavy work
commitments. Soon after, Scholastica Kimaryo, who
is Tanzanian but is based in South Africa, took her
place and has played an active role in the life of the
organisation, especially the staff well-being
programme. Given the fact that I am based in the
United States, having Ms Kimaryo nearby during a
year of rapid growth has been a relief to me and other
Board members. We thank her most sincerely for the
many times she has gone the extra mile in supporting
the ED and staff at GL.

Deputy Chair Scholastica Kimaryo at the opening of the New Wing.
Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

The results show a fair degree of eveness between
the two years, with an overall average of 82%
compared with 83% in the prior year. Considering
the 53% growth in staff from 26 to 40 (see Executive
Director’s report) this consistency in rating and outlook
is positive. We welcome the improvements in
perception of governance; strategic positioning and
programme work. We note the importance of devoting
more time to institutional strengthening, especially
ensuring that our staff are well motivated and
productive; as well as strengthening the partnerships
that are at the heart of GL’s success. The ED’s report,
and indeed this report as a whole will elaborate on
these issues. As Chair, I would like to focus on three
planks of our strategy: strategic positioning;
governance and sustainability.

Strategic positioning
As we near our tenth anniversary in 2011, we felt it
prudent to undertake a 2020 vision exercise that is
reflected in the next session of the report. A
participative exercise that included all Board and
staff members, I was amazed at how we have grown
from an organisation once described as "a small
organisation with large footprints" to one with giant
footprint aspirations. Our vision goes from local to
global. But we realise that our niche is in Southern
Africa where there are tremendous challenges still to
be overcome. The leadership that we have de facto
assumed around the SADC Protocol on Gender and
Development demands that we focus our energies
in our home base.

In July 2009 GL took a giant leap by establishing six
new project sites in Lesotho, Madagascar, Namibia,
Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe (in addition to
our head office in South Africa) and the satellite
offices in Mauritius and Botswana. This means we
now have a physical presence in nine of the fifteen
Southern African countries. I wish to commend our

GL Board member Thenjiwe Mtintso (left) and Zimbabwe field officer Priscilla
Maposa during the 2010 vision exercise. Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna
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I am also delighted to report that during this year we
appointed a new Board member, Eduardo Namburete
from Mozambique. A well known media academic,
gender and media activist, Eduardo brings a wealth
of experience to the Board, and will help us to grow
the Lusophone base of our work. Having another
man on the board (giving a total of two out of eight)

is also a step in the right direction, and is in line with
GL’s policy of ensuring at least a 30% representation
of men in its ranks and all programme activities. I
am also delighted that Board members have played
an active role in the life and work of GL.
Understanding the work of the organisation improves
the quality of decision-making at this level.

Board involvement in GL work
The GL Board continues to be
actively involved in GL work.
Examples include: the chair
speaking at the launch of the
Gender Protocol Barometer in
Botswana; Thenjiwe Mtintso
officiating at the GL donor round
table in Copenhagen in October
2009; Pat Made assisting in strategic
gender and media work in Namibia
and opening several doors for GL
in Zimbabwe; Ruth Ayisi assisting
with work on gender and the media
in Mozambique;  Eduardo
Namburete opening the door to a
gender policy in the media
department of the University of
E d u a r d o  M o n d l a n e  i n
Mozambique;  Pinkie Mekgwe now

back in Botswana, officiating at several events there and negotiating with local radio stations to run a series
of programmes on the SADC Protocol on Gender and Development; the new Deputy Chair Scholastica
Kimaryo opening the New Wing of the office; officiating at the year event at which GL received the Top
Women award as well as meeting with staff on cost recovery and staff well being issues. The chair, joined
by Pat Made, Loga Virahsawmy, Thenjiwe Mtintso, Eduardo Namburete and Pinkie Mekgwe participated in
the first Gender Justice and Local Government summit convened by GL in March 2010 ahead of our board
meeting. The summit provided a unique window into the work of the organisation at a local level.

Sustainability

As reflected in this section of the report, GL has
succeeded in growing its funding base and securing
its position for at least the next two years through the
DFID Governance and Transparency Fund; the MDG
3 Fund of the Netherlands government and DANIDA.
However, we are painfully aware that in the wake of
the global financial crisis funding will be increasingly
competitive and hard to come by. Sustainability is a
major concern of the Board.

Two years ago, we set up an endowment fund and
are pleased that despite the initial costs and
unfavourable economic climate, this fund is doing
well. In the past year we also invested some of our
earnings through VAT returns, consultancies and
book sales in purchasing the house next door to 9
Derrick Avenue. This gives GL a solid asset base and

much needed security in the current climate. The ED
and her staff are in the process of establishing a GL
services unit that includes facilities; books and the
consulting services to leverage the base we have.

However, no matter which way we look at this, we
must launch major fund raising campaigns. The ED
and senior management staff have drawn up a strategy
for mobilising regional funds and looking at what
resources can be tapped in each country, now that
we have bases there.

In October 2009, DANIDA (a key bilateral donor)
hosted a GL round table in Copenhagen attended by
strategic partners. I would like to thank DANIDA
most sincerely for this boost to GL’s funding initiative,
and to acknowledge the able role of Ambassador
Mtintso in chairing this important meeting.
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Fund raising and donor round table meeting in
Copenhagen

I had the honour on 26
October 2009 of chairing the
GL donor round table in
Copenhagen hosted by
DANIDA. Other partners that
participated included Hivos,
the Open Society Initiative
of Southern Africa (OSISA),
the Norwegian Council on

Africa and Diakonia. The MDG 3 Fund and DFID
were unfortunately not able to attend, but Mike
MacDonald who manages the DFID fund (GL’s largest
source of funds in the year under review) sent a letter
of support (see adjacent):

Some important observations/outcomes of this meeting
include:
• The meeting brought together Scandinavian funders

and helped to enhance GL’s understanding of the
complex funding landscape there. Participants
agreed that it is important to have a donor briefing
in South Africa linked to the Gender and Media
Summit in October 2010 as several donors have
offices in the region and rely on these offices for
funding decisions.

• Special funds created by bilateral donors for civil
society organisations have provided a life line but
pose concerns for long term sustainability as there
is no guarantee of their renewal. GL must be on
continuous look out for such funding opportunities.

• Given the funding climate at the moment it is not
likely that GL will get any kind of basket funding
arrangement. The best we can hope for is co-funding

Partners and appreciation

arrangements based on some degree of alignment.
There has been progress along these lines.

• Important immediate outcomes of the meeting were
detailed bilateral discussions with DANIDA for a
substantial three year grant and finalisation of the
next three year agreement with Hivos; also an
immediate additional grant for the Beijing Plus 15
multi media project. GL also used this opportunity
for further discussions with the Norwegian Council
for Africa on a further three year grant through their
back donor, FOKUS.

• GL flagged the possibility of a joint donor ten year
evaluation. This is complex because of different
donor requirements and needs but if we can broker
one overall evaluation that will be to our
organisational benefit.

Ambassador Thenjiwe Mtintso, Board Member.

Reading words of encouragement like these from an
inspirational leader like Brigalia Bam gives us the
courage at GL to continue with our mission. It is a
reminder of the sustenance that we draw from our
partners and that I hope we return in some small way.

I wish to take this opportunity to thank all those who
work with us, and support our vision of a region in
which women and men are able to realise their
potential in their public and private lives in accordance
with the provisions of the SADC Gender Protocol. To
borrow from the slogan coined at the Gender Justice
and Local Government Summit:  2015: yes we can!
Yes we can, the time is now!

Dr Muna Ndulo,
Chair of the Gender Links Board

“The purpose of this letter is to provide a reference
for Gender Links and GEMSA in relation to their
performance under a grant from Governance and
Transparency Fund (GTF) financed by the UK
Department for International Development (DFID).
DFID has appointed KPMG as the Fund Manager for
the GTF. I am pleased to report that we have had a
very positive relationship with Gender Links and
GEMSA. They have  demonstrated  professional
standards  in their  technical  subject  matter  and
financial administration. Moreover, we have found
them to be proactive in keeping us informed as to
new developments and timely in submission of routine
reports. It has been a pleasure to work with
Gender Links and GEMSA.

Mike MacDonald, Fund Manager”

“South African Women in Dialogue (SAWID)  wishes to
extend to you our sincerest and heartfelt congratulations
on the excellent quality of the 2008-2009 Gender Links
Annual Report which we have just had the pleasure of
receiving. We are delighted to see the extent and quality
of your work,.. The skills and experience of your multi-
national team and the recognised integrity of your work
as an NGO in the gender field in the SADC region stands
as a role model for South African women and all women
in our beloved continent of Africa. Gender Links' unceasing
work to achieve gender equality and gender justice makes
us even more determined to create an enabling
environment for the empowerment of all women….
Yours sincerely,

Dr. Brigalia Bam,
Chairperson, South African Independent Electoral
Commission (IEC) and SAWID”



EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
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After the exceptional expansion in 2008/2009, GL
moved from breadth to depth in 2009/2010. While
we did not have many more events, we established
ourselves in five more countries, and our greater
profile is attested to by the media numbers. Further
disaggregation shows that unlike the past, our presence
and profile is evident in many more countries. Our
staff is more diverse, and comes from 13 countries.
GL has succeeded in working in two difficult countries:
Zimbabwe and Madagascar, our most recent project
site.

We are using IT more effectively to leverage the
numbers, with successful cyber dialogue campaigns
during the Sixteen Days of Activism and at Beijing
Plus Fifteen in New York early March. We sustained

a healthy financial growth and balance despite the
economic downturn. Our wellness programme
blossomed and the team assessment shows a strong
team, despite the inevitable stresses of a heavy load.
GL partnerships grew and strengthened. Our
marketing and communication efforts also took greater
shape, giving us a brand that we can be proud of and
that is increasingly recognised in the region and
globally.

Strengths and challenges

Over the past year one of our Swedish funders,
Diakonia, conducted an institutional evaluation of
GL and shared the following insights into the
organisation:

Key facts
• The GL budget grew by
18% from R26 million to
R31 million, largely as a
result of the two funds
that GL successfully bid
for (UKAid’s Governance
and Transparency Fund
and the MDG 3 Fund of
t h e  N e t h e r l a n d ’ s
government) against huge
international compe-
tition. GL generated R3
million in own resources
(consultancies, interest,

VAT, trust fund, publications, conference facilities).
The Endowment Fund after payment of fees, generated
nearly R200,000 this past year, despite the economic
down turn.

• Staff increased by 53% from 26 to 40. They come
from 13 countries; eight SADC countries; one East
African (Uganda); one Latin American (Chile); one
Canadian; one from Europe (Netherlands); and one
from the USA. With the increase in staff and departure
of one male member of staff the proportion of men
has unfortunately declined from 20% to 15 %. At the
time of publication however GL had recruited two
more male staff, bringing the proportion back up.

• GL now has a presence in nine SADC countries. The
head office remains in Johannesburg, South Africa.
Mauritius and Botswana with five staff have satellite
offices. There are project sites in Lesotho, Madagascar,
Namibia, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

• The number of active partners increased from 69 to
90.

• The number of workshops and events increased from
196 to 203. These took place in 15 countries.

• The number of participants increased by 47% from
8095 to 11885. Of these 2276 received training; 2188
in the governance programme. The largest number
of participants (over 4000) was in the Sixteen Days
cyber dialogues, accounting for the justice programme
having the highest proportion of participants.

• Website hits more than doubled from 5 million to 11
million; an average of about 1 million hits per month.

• The contacts data base has over 5000 names.
Following Beijing Plus 15 these are global in nature,
including the offices of the World Bank around the
world.

• GL received 385 media queries (an average of 6.5
per week, up from 3.5 per week in the previous
period) and made 55 TV appearances. GL distributed
116 articles through its Opinion and Commentary
Service; each used an average of at least three times.

• GL helped media partners to produce 148 gender
aware HIV and AIDS policies and eight gender policies.
The governance unit helped develop three more
national strategies for gender and local government;
59 GBV and 21 gender and GBV action plans at the
local level. The justice department undertook a stock-
taking exercise of National Action Plans to end Gender
Violence in three SADC countries.

• GL won the Woman of the Year Award in the
NGO/parastatal category and the chair received
recognition at Cornell University for his contribution
to gender justice on International Women’s Day 2010.



Gender Links deserves a gold star for every initiative they
undertake as witnessed by the strength of their extended
partnerships with CBO's, NGO's and various other
organisations from deferent countries. GL will forever be the
source of help and assistance to many organisations. The
workshops and information are very enlightening and add a
lot of value to organisations. All efforts and initiatives, growing
and in baby stages lay strong foundations and are indeed
valued.
- Valencia Kasper - Steps to Victory, South Africa.
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Outstanding strengths
• GL owns the building that houses its secretariat

and offices in Johannesburg. It includes adequate
space for not-so-large workshops and training
events. This has helped a lot in saving costs for
the organisation.

• The Executive Director of GL has a very passionate
interest in the development of the organisation
and its business. The ED provides firm, dedicated
and consistent leadership on all organisational
and programmatic development principles and
processes as identified during the assessment
exercise, and insists on maintenance of the set
standards by all staff members.

• The organisation’s board membership is quite
diverse and strong enough to play its oversight
and policy guidance roles effectively. It is clear
that the board takes institutional good governance
seriously and gives priority to strong oversight over
financial management, quality of programmes and
good internal policies, systems and practices.

• The staff members are self- driven and focused
with a clear vision and clarity on roles and tasks.

• GL has a regional geopolitical focus with a presence
in 13 SADC countries.

• The quality and standards of training provided by
GL, as well as the trainers they use, are regarded
highly amongst its peers in the civil society.

• GL produces a lot of research based new
knowledge that makes a substantive contribution

to the field of media and gender studies in the
SADC region.

• GL annual plans include targets and indicators for
both quantitative outputs and for qualitative
outcomes.

• GL’s approach to programmes is exceptionally
productive and extremely quick on implemen-
tation.

• Members of GL’s board are politically well
connected at a regional and international level
and the organisation and enjoys strong international
linkages.

• The organisation has a very systematic approach
to its business, thanks to its Executive Director.

Main weaknesses
• Work overload: there is an apparent danger that

GL is taking on too much without the requisite
human resource capacity to handle such a work
portfolio.

• GL does not seem to have worked much with
community media in the region; it has focused on
the mainstream media.

• The board needs to pay more attention to
networking and partner relationships with other
organisations.

• The administration of so many projects increases
the administrative costs of GL thus making financial
sustainability difficult.

- Excerpts from evaluation conducted by Diakonia.

People power

At an individual and institutional level, our greatest
challenge continues to be finding balance in our lives.
Several actions have been taken. GL has staff
evaluations and planning retreats three times a year;
these have built in team building and wellness
components.

This year Exco introduced staff awards for the first
time. The active participation in nominations and
voting showed a strong and diverse team quick to
affirm each other.

While we face some external threats, notably the
changing political environment in South Africa; tenuous
peace in Zimbabwe; fragile states in Madagascar and
DRC, our programmes are perceived as strategic, well
chosen; innovative and relevant. The partnership
assessment included in this pack shows that GL
continues to be an extraordinarily networked
organisation, with 77 active partners and many
organised networking arrangements such as the SADC
Protocol Alliance; Gender and Media Southern Africa
(GEMSA) Network and the Gender and Media Diversity
Centre (GMDC). Managing partnerships always poses
challenges but the analysis suggests we have become
more adept at choosing partners (eg the justice
programme) and diversifying partners (eg the several
new partners in local government) that give us hands,
feet and visibility on the ground.

Saeanna Chingamuka, Ruth Ayisi, Colleen Lowe Morna and Priscilla Maposa at the
staff awards. Photo: Loga Virahsawmy
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Team assessments are strong. Breakdown per team
does show, however, more signs of stress in some
teams than others, especially the governance/field
officer team. This is to be expected, given the challenges
of establishing new "project sites" and the fact that so
much is expected of one individual in these countries.
We tried to address some of these teething problems
through a team building exercise with the satellite and
field offices after the Board meeting. Team building is
an ongoing exercise rather than an overnight miracle.

With a 53% increase in staff and
move away f rom us ing
consultants to relying on our own
staff capacity constraints can no
longer be regarded as numbers
but rather individual capacity
within certain posts. Two staff
failed to make probation: this
should prompt us to tighten our
recruitment practices. We have
tried to sharpen our early warning
systems and act on them. Overall,
re ten t ion  has  improved
substantially and we now have
a core group of long serving staff
who were recognised in the long
service awards at the March Board meeting. They
provide vital continuity and institutional memory. Like
last year, the annual report this year includes important
self reflection on on-the-job peer and mentorship
learning.

Decentralisation and delegation

Last year we highlighted the need for greater
decentralisation and delegation of responsibilities.
Further to the evolution of the satellite office concept,
we have now also developed a concept for project
sites. This is a clear recognition that the size of our
work means that we can no longer manage it all from
one central base. The principle has now been accepted
that from time we will set up camp in the countries
we work.

Planning, monitoring and evaluation

During the March 2010 Board meeting GL adopted
its 2010-2013 strategic plan and Vision 2020.
Monitoring and evaluation occupy a far more central
role in our planning and in the way we work, with
capacity being boosted by an M and E manager and
systems administrator.  Those aspects of our programme
work that have to do with baseline studies; indicators;
documenting progress; case studies; handbooks and
lessons learned will occupy a far more prominent role.
The GMDC, our knowledge and resource centre,
becomes a vital component of our M and E because

it is about moving from information to knowledge and
from knowledge to wisdom.

GL has developed a self-monitoring institutional score
card that has now been administered two years in a
row. GL shared the institutional assessment tool at a
meeting of DANIDA grantees is July. This has been
hailed as an NGO best practice. With the
encouragement of Diakonia we are opening a stream
of consultancy work around sharing organisational
tools and systems with other NGOs. We are also alive

to the areas that we need to
work on, as highlighted in the
Diakonia assessment. These
include succession planning
(a sub committee of the Board
has been formed to look into
this matter), staff growth,
development and well-being.

As GL builds up to its tenth
anniversary, we plan to
conduct a ten year evaluation
of the organization and its
programmes that includes a
longitudinal study of all GL
beneficiaries. 2010 is a critical

year for the region and for GL. Like the proverbial
climber, we need to stop, survey the scene, look at
how far we have climbed, and scout out the route
ahead. It is an exciting but daunting challenge, made
possible by the knowledge that there are many well
wishers along the way. We thank all those who sustain
us: our funders, partners, friends and family: may you
all remain Gender Linked!

Colleen Lowe Morna
Executive Director

What I have learned on the job

As I sit down to reflect on what I have learned this year, what comes
to mind most immediately are the massive strides we have taken in our
understanding and design of Monitoring and Evaluation tools. Technically,
maybe, that is where my greatest learning has been. But M and E has not
been my most memorable or enjoyable learning. For that, I turn to my three
days at Kadoma Ranch Hotel with 75 women councillors from different
parts of Zimbabwe gathered for GL's training of trainer's workshop in
February.

I had tried to take a back seat by involving partners in all the different
sessions. But when one of our partners could not make it, I had to conduct
a half day training workshop on key gender concepts in my rusty Shona.
As I walked to the front of the room, I suggested we begin with a rousing
rendition of a song for a female struggle icon. Mbuya Nehanda kufa vachi
shereketa got us all up and dancing.

On a practical note, and in a rather memorable example of gender budgeting,
one participant suggested that we forgo our tea and put the money towards
a party on the final day when we strategically took over the hotel disco and
danced the night away. In my parting comments I urged the women to go
and ‘‘paradza’’ (destroy) instead of ‘‘paradzira’’ (spread) the word. Talk about
learning from mistakes! I was corrected with such good humour that this
is one mistake I will never make again. - Colleen Lowe Morna

GL pot luck lunch. Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna
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During the year under
rev iew GL made a
concerted effort to improve
its external and internal
communications strategies
by appointing a Marketing
and Communications
Coordinator. GL entered
for several awards; beefed
up its monitoring of media
coverage and attendance
of strategic events and
started an in-house news
letter. GL also established
a more structured service

unit and organised special events on behalf of two
of its donors.  Marketing of publications is both a
cost recovery measure but also one that enhances
the organisation’s image and brand. Cost recovery
measures are discussed in greater detail in the
sustainability section of the report. This section
focuses more on corporate communications.

External Events

Throughout period March 2009 to end of February
2010, GL was invited to 174 events.  Regrettably,
due to our own programme work and activities, we
are not always able to participate in all external events
invited to.  However, out the 174 invitations received,
GL was able to participate in 85 or 49%.  It is also
important to note that GL’s role has not been that of
passive participation. In a number of the cases, GL
is invited to facilitate, make a presentation or chair
a session.  In some instances, the organisers pay for
the time and this also contributes to cost recovery.
The chart illustrates the number of events to which GL
was invited and attended per country in which it has
fully fledged offices. This shows that the largest number

of invitations (95) took place in Mauritius. As might
be expected given the location of the head office, GL
attended the largest number of events (40) in South
Africa. The office in Botswana did not receive as many
invitations as the others but attended almost all of
them. Next financial year GL will report on all the
offices in which it has a presence. The results from
2009/2010 reflect the extent to which the profile of
the organisation is becoming far more pronounced in
countries other than the home base.

Often we receive positive and encouraging feedback
from the organisers. An example is the excerpt below
from a letter received from the Institute for Security
Studies following a presentation made by Loveness
Jambaya Nyakujarah on "Progress on the
implementation of the SADC Protocol on Gender and
Development".

GL in the News

GL recognises the media as a strong strategic partner
and key tool for engaging with the broader public. To
this end, GL goes to great lengths to monitor media
coverage. Statistics on media are given in the Monitoring
and Evaluation section under outreach. A compendium
of clippings accompanies the report. In the year past
the number of media queries virtually doubled from
185 to 338 or an average of 6.5 queries a week
compared to 3.5. Articles in the media frequently
prompt debate and action as illustrated in the example
overleaf.

BotswanaSouth AfricaMauritius

Events GL invited versus attended per country Invited
Attended

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

This is a sincere thank you note for your presentation at
our seminar titled ‘‘African Women's Decade:  2010-2020…
Your participation provided valuable insight into the SADC
Gender and Development Protocol and the Barometer.  We
wish you strength and success as you continue your good
work in advancing gender equality. - Institute of Security
Studies, South Africa

COMMUNICATIONS
By Mukayi Makaya-Magarangoma -  Marketing and Communications Coordinator
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Since July 2009 GL
has been pub-
lishing an internal
electronic news-
let ter,  Gender

Linked  circulated on the 1st of every month. Readers
include GL board members, GL alumni, partners,
donors and GL staff.  Articles and contributions are
drawn from satellite offices, field officers, and
programme staff.  The purpose of the bulletin is to
share and update each other on activities and
developments within the GL community in the nine
SADC countries where GL has operations.

GL award entries in 2009

During 2009, GL responded to two invitations for
Award nominations: Top Women Awards, hosted by
Top Women in Cape Town; and the Drivers of Change
Awards hosted by the Mail & Guardian in
Johannesburg.

GL was the proud winner of the Top Gender
Empowered Government Agency or Parastatal
category of the Top Women Awards which celebrates
those companies and individuals who inspire

transformation and gender empowerment, and who
strive to effect change through their business practise
and within communities.

The specific category that GL entered for goes to the
government department, parastatal or NGO that
demonstrates the highest level of gender empowerment.
An important factor was measurable and accountable
leadership that is committed to developing women in
the company. Other considerations were:
• That the organisation met their gender empowerment

key performance indicators (KPIs) and targets for
service delivery, within budget.

• Vision for the organisation going forward.
Finalists in this category included Human Sciences
Research Council, National Empowerment Fund,
Catholic & Welfare Development, Gender Links,
Johannesburg Roads Agency.

GL’s nomination was under the
Drivers of Change:  Investing in
the Future, Civil Society category
on the SADC Gender Protocol
Alliance.  GL motivated for the
role played in getting SADC Heads
of State to sign the Southern
African Protocol on Gender and
Development in August 2008.
The process brought together over
40 gender NGOs in 14 countries
to demand the elevation of the
SADC Gender Declaration on
Gender and Development to a
legally binding document is a global and regional first.
GL received a runner up award at a ceremony held
on 29 October 2009 at the Summer Palace, Hyde Park
in Johannesburg.

‘‘Thank you for your piece in the Mail and G on Friday; I
thought it was well done. I am attaching an address I
gave in Orange Farm on Saturday which may be of interest
- specially pages 2 and 3. Like you I am trying to mark
some issues which need ongoing attention without laying
myself open to propagandistic dismissal as a white whiner!
I hope you like my new word 'abusable' - it could carry
some useful leverage I think.

Sincerely
Peter Lee
Anglican Bishop in the Vaal Triangle and South of
Johannesburg’’ (in response to an article by GL Executive
Director Colleen Lowe Morna on Polygamy and Progressive
Leadership)

Internal communication: Gender Linked

The ED accepts Top Women Award. Photo: Gender Links

What I have learned on the job
As I reflect on my achievements, I can not help but to

mention the GL awards entries that I contributed to, in
the Mail and Guardian awards, GL was nominated in the finalists;
and in the Top Women Award, GL won in the category of Top
Gender Empowered Government Agency, NGO or Parastatal. The
process of putting together the submissions was one of great
learning.

Gender Linked (which I hope we are all familiar with) has been
another learning journey for me.  Feedback and comments on
earlier editions were not always encouraging. As I battled to meet
deadlines, I often thought it would be easier to just give up.  The
constructive criticism and guidance that I received from my
manager contributed to my learning.

I feel indebted to the many within the GL community, and especially
to the Executive Director, Colleen Lowe Morna who is also my
manager.  You have all touched my life in a positive way and
shaped who I now am today.  So true is the saying that ‘‘when
you stop growing; you start dying.’’  I've grown over the past year
and look forward to further growth this year.
- Mukayi Makaya-Magarangoma


